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Tookan is an end-to-end delivery solution of Jungleworks that lets you manage all delivery
operations with ease. This comprehensive platform takes care of everything, right from
automated dispatch and multi-delivery point assignments, to route management and asset
tracking.

Tookan works well with businesses of all kinds and sizes. Whether you own a local food
delivery business, a nation-wide logistics company, or anything in between - Our enterprise
delivery solution lets you place, track, and deliver orders efficiently. Ask any of our delighted
customers if you want!

Do you think delivery management is difficult? Well, not anymore. Tookan's intuitive interface
keeps things simple for you. Here's how to get started — Login into the Tookan dashboard.
Click on 'Create Task', and fill in the job details. Tookan even lets you create multiple pickup
and delivery points for a single task. Hit enter. And voila! You've successfully created a
delivery task. Yes, it's that simple!

Wondering what happens next? Tookan's exceptional automation features assign the task
to available agents nearby. Speaking of delivery agents, we make life easy for them as well.
The agent app lets them accept assignments with a single click. They can call or text
customers from within the app, and even take pictures and signatures for better credibility.

The advanced route navigation feature calculates the optimum route with traffic, distance,
and mode of transport, and helps to prevent a long waiting time for customers.

Both you and the customer can also keep an eye on the package with Tookan's real-time
tracking feature and always stay informed. The customer app also presents multiple
payment options to further streamline operations.

Impressed already? But we've just begun! Tookan integrates seamlessly with your business
platform. Be it eCommerce, online ordering, fleet management, courier service— it blends
right in with your existing infrastructure. Want to go the other way round? Integrate SMS
gateways, payment portals, and other tools give your customers the best experience
possible. You can quickly deploy Tookan on eCommerce platforms such as Shopify,
Woocommerce, and Magento. Communicate better using integrations like Twilio and select
from the wide range of APIs available for every business.

Tookan improves every aspect of delivery management. Our smart analytics gives you
operational insights using graphs and charts. Geofencing keeps delivery vehicles within the
operating zone. Inventory management keeps demand and supply in sync. Tookan assures
that all bases have been covered.

Try Tookan today and watch all your delivery woes vanish in just a few clicks.


